
lange connection integrity is the single larges!
contributor to the prevention ofprocess relea$es.
Flange connections are complex systems of irlteract-
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Ftange Joint

cri t icaI process equipment.

The flange connection system consists of three primary

components:
. Gasket. The gasket provides the seal between

the flanges. A desirable gasket material is one that seals

with relatively low preload (i.e., the force inherent in

the fastening before any extemal forces are applied). It

recovers and maintains a tight seal as the flanges are
loaded and unloaded, and its mechanical properties
(e.g., compressibility) allow it to compensate for small

deviations in the flange.
. Fasteners (stud bolts or nuts). The bolting device pro-

vides the clamping force to the flange pair. It needs to have

adequate strength and elasticity to overcome all mechanical

and thermal loads.
. Flange. The flanges are the key components of

the flange copnection system. The flange design must be

able to withstand the operational loads of the process
(pressure, temperatures, weight), and it must be robust

enough to cany the loads inherent in the fastener and
gasket. The flange face must have an appropriate,surface

flnish and flatness.
There are many variations in flange design. The most

mechanically robust design is the weld-neck flange,

illustrated in Figure 1. The weld-neck flange has. a long,

tapered hub that is attached to the pipe or vessel shell with

a full-penetration weld. The integral connection between

the flange, hub, and pipe allows the weld-neck flange to

withstand large bending loads caused by pressure or other

supplemental loads (e.g., heat, weight)' The construction of

weld-neck flanges permits full examination of all a|Íach'

ment welds, making them a common choice in high-hazard

Reliabitity

seven-stpp approach to ensure the rel iabi t i ty of  this

ing components that must perform a variety of func{ions
- and the failure of any individual element can lea{ to a
loss of containment. This arlicle reviews the components
that oomprise the flange system and outlines a holistic
seven-step approach to improving the reliability of flarrge
systems.

Most attempts at flange connection improvemeqt have
examined the cornponents individually. However, tliis

approach inaccurately assumes that the flange is a simple

device. In reality, it is a complex interaction of elenlents,
both human and physical. Root-cause failure ana$sis
(RCFA) can provide the feedback needed to make clontlinu-

ous improvements in flange systems, which ultimatply

more than meets the eye
Flanged connections are essential components lf many

operating processes. An individual plant may have fhou-
sands of these systems performing a crilical functiofr --

process containment.
The overall impact on plant performance of the facil-

ity's flanged connections is often not fully appreciated, The

ubiquitous presence of flanged connections, their afparent

simplicity, and the factthat most serve with high reliability

and low maintenance belies their underlyingicomplpxity.
Each individual flaneed connectiorL needs to be vie'i'verd as a
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reduces the number ofreleases.

Flanged connection systems -

complex system.
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applications. For critical se[ling
applications, the weld-nec
flange is recommended.

A lap-joint flange, such {s
that depicted in Figure 2, is not

ties. While many sources of
information, such as Amerr-
can Society of Mechanical
Engineers' (ASME) guidelines
for boited flange connections
(1), arc used as inputs to the
process, none ofthese are
sufficiently robust enough
to include the entire design-
install-operate cycle. Perhaps
more impofiantly, they do not
include the imporlant function
of continuous improvement
through RCFA.

For'many flanges, few
performance criteria - other
than that it must provide a tight

::lf,ïïï: Ë::f!;r;,::,ïïJJt í;iïr,iflfi lfiriïfiT
tion must clearly define the or vessel shell, making them less

expected performance specifi - Itj::l jlT]:1.9:neck Ílan ses'

caÍion (i. e., tightness, tifecycle, ]liÏ rïs ;ïrÏ"lïïr"eas 
i eÍ to al i sn

resistance to corrosion, etc.). It
is then possible to deveiop the necessary technical, quality,
training, and verification standards and conduct an RCFA
for any flange that fails to meet expectations.

r" Devetop internat design standards
The foundation for achieving a reliably tight seal on a

flanged assembly is proper design. The bolted flange assem-
bly's primary components (the gasket, fastener, and flange)
work together as a systêrn to accomplish two main goals:

. retaining the hydrpulic-pressure-induced end loads

. creating a leaktighr boundary between the process and
the environment.

Most bolted flange connections (BFCs) in the U.S.
chemicai industry use design criteria from the ASME 831,3
piping code (2) or the ASME boiler and pressure vessel
code (j). Although these standards ensure that the compo-
nents can withstand a specific design pressure and tem-
perature, they give little guidance on establishing the BFC
tightness and provide no consideration for designing the
BFC with a design margin against relaxation.

BFC design should address the following questions:
. What level of tightness is required?
. How will any expected relaxation (thermal and

mechanical) of the flange system be managed?
After the required level of tightness is established, a

proper review of design options becomes possible.

Tightness considerations. Several design factors
impact the tightness of a pipe or vessel flange. In general,

the tightness of the BFC increases as the bolt preload is

during installation, making

À Figure 1. The weld-neck
Ílange is the most mechanically
robust Í lange design.

Although the use of lap-connection flanges can simplify

while at the same time reacting to dynamic process condi.
tions, such as pressures and temperatures, Flanges are ils<t
subjected to bending, vibration, and thermal stresses trilns-
mitted by the attached components. In addition, most flange
systems cannot be easily inspected while in seruice usitrg
conventional condition-assessment techniques - no simple
ultrasonic, visual, or other methods can reliably predic! a
flange's continued fitness for service,

Seven steps to a retiabte flanged connection systenr
Because it is difficult to evaluate the condition of a

flange system without disassembling it, a more-effectite
means of ensuring flange systems reliability is to focu$ orr
continuous improvement. This involves making certairr-r that
all of the steps required to properly assemble and instafl
flange systems are followed, and that any defects that $ould
reduce a flange's ability to perform in the process are iirves-
tigated, corrected, and avoided in the future.

The flowchart in Figure 3 summarizes a seven-stepi
process aimed at identiffing and eliminating defects fionL
all flanged assemblies. Correct flange system operatiolt
involves a combination of technical and human tasks, pac;h

requiring clear definition of requirements and responsibili-
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increased, provided the mechanical properties ofthe gpsket
are not compromised and the flanges are not distoÍed. Ttre
bolt preload is the clamping íbrce exeded on the flangp ars
the bolts are stretched during the installation process. {n
most cases, this preload is applied through the input tcJrque
provided by a wrench. The clamping force must be suf-
ficiently high to seat and seal the gasket and overcomq all
loads that are aclingto separate the flange pair (pressufie,

weight, heat).
Unfortunately, the preload available to BFCs is ofteh

limited. For exarnple, many process piping flanges are gpe,oi-
fied according to design standards such as the ASME 816.5
flanges and fittings standard @) . The design criteria for the,se
flanges are based primarily on pressurc) and temperaturei con-
siderations, not tighhess. The tightness of the BFC
can vary dramatically depending on the options
available within the design standard. Flange type
(weld-neck vs. lap-joint), bolting specification (low
strength vs. high strength), and gasket type all have
an effect on the maximum level of tiglLtness a BFC
can obtain. Choosing a robust flange design like
the weld-neck, and providirrg higher strength bolt-
ing, allows the user to increase the preload, which
results in improved tightness.

When selecting a gasket for critical services,
consider performance-based gasket tests, such as
the room-temperature tightness test (ROTT) (5)

or the EN 13555 procedrres ostablished by the
European Committee on Standardization (ó). These
estimate the level of tightnessi that can be expected

as the gaskets are compressed, and ho,w the tight

ness decreases as the preload decreases. This

information is especially irnpofiant wlten selecting

a gasket for an application with limited preload

available (as may be the case with a Class 150 lap-
joint flange).

The ASME Pressure Vessel Code Commit-
tee has a special working group on bolted flange

connections that develops design rules regard-

ing gasket tightness in the flange design (7). The
plemise of the design rules is to detelrnine the
preload required to achieve a specifie,d level of

tightness of the gasket. This is primarily a func-

tion ofthe design pressuÍe and the characteristics

of the gasket (obtained from the ROIIT test). Once

these requirements are known, the flange and bolt-

ing system are designed to withstand this preload.

Such a flange and bolting system will probably be

much more robust (thicker flange an<l more bolt

area) than a system designed in the absence ofa

tightness specifi cation.
Relaxation considerations. The flange system

design must provide a means for managing preload relax-
ation of the fasteners, which function as springs. When
tightened, they stretch to induce the clamping force on the
flanges and gasket. The preload is directly proportional to
the distance the fastener is stretched.

Preload relaxation occurs due to differential thermal
expansion (between fastener and flange), mechanical relax-
ation of the fasteners over time (possibly due to vibration),
or gasket relaxation. As the preload is reduced, the tight-
ness ofthe BFC is also reduced.

Flange systems that are susceptible to preload relax-
ation should be designed with sufficient elasticity to
effectively compensate for the reduced stretch in the bolts,
either by mitigating the extent of relaxation or limiting how

A Figure 3. F0llow this seven-step process to identiÍy and eliminate defects Írom bolted
Ílange connections.

Feedback
10

Receiving Inspection Process
Mechanic Training on QC
Expectations and Processes
RCFA Feedback

Flanged Joint Make-Up Training
Classroom Skill DemonsÍation
Contractor QualitY Assurance
Selection Process
RCFA Feedback

Leak Rate Acceptance Criteria
Leak Test with
Appropriate Sensitivity

RCFA Feedback
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ation induced by gasket creep, oï the tendency ofthe
gasket material to permanently deform under stress, {an be
avoided by selecting altemative gasket materials. Mefhani-
cal relaxation of the fasteners due to vibration can be miti-

can also be employed to prevent fastener overload dup to
therrnal expánsion.

Whether the design incoqporates provisions for mlti-
gating the relaxation or manages the relaxation throu$h
improved elasticity, the possibility of preloàd loss du$ to

Back to Basics

relaxation needs to be addressed.

z. Select matêrial suppIiers
Once a robust design is speoified, the next requir$ment

is selection of materials that are consisteítly capable of
meeting the design. Consistency of the material supp[y
canbe ensured by a robust quality control process, The
consumer must define the required level of quality add hold
suppliers accountable to those standards through auditing.
An audit provides direct anil current information aboirt
activities at suppliers'shops or distribution centers, ahd
will reveal whether a supplier has:

. adequate quality systems and is performing adl-
quately against those systems

. technical competency to produce and/or supply the
speciflc commodity

. sufficient process consistency with respect to qlrality
and technical competence.

Deal only with suppliers that you have found to be
satisfactory through auditing, either at the corporate level
or at a local/site ievel,

When aranging an audit, ensure that members of
the supplier's management will be in attendance. Kelz
personnel who can effect change, should change beclrne
necessary, must also be present. A supplier must be Qpen
to change - at the risk oflosing business.

Audits of companies that supply maintenance, refair,
and operational (MRO) materials should involve an pvolv-
ing process based bn audit results and actual supplief
performance, The audit process itself may need to cl{ange

to better screen for systemic problems that can manifest as
defects in the flange components,

Keep these key points regarding the sourcing process
in mind:

tr. Improperly describing MRO materials and spare
parts allows inadequate or inappropriate supplies to enter
the plant.

2, Materials clerks or planners and other personnel
who enter parts descriptions into electronic ordering sys-
tems require training to ensure the accuracy of their work.

3. Using approved or qualified suppliers provides the
best assurance that quality requirements will be met.

4. Auditing suppliers is the only effective way to assess
their quality programs.

5. People responsible for storeroom receipt quality
control must be given training, and tested on, the required
inspection tasks.

6. Nonconformances must be handled in accordance
with establish'ed guidelines.

7. Adequate storage to protect parts before use must
be ensured.

8. A field audit must be performed before use.

3. Ensure quatity control when
receiving and storing components

Nonconforming MRO materials, such as valves, pipe
flttings, gaskets, and fasteners, may cause process safety
incidents, lead to rework, and add to costs. Supply chains
involve a series of handoffs between different functional
groups, making it difficult for a single person at any point
in the supply chain to track every nonconformance. Sup-
pliers and users should agree upon a system for commu-
nicating nonconformances when the original contracts are
negotiated between the two.

Loolc for a supplier that has a complaint system by
which customers can communicate information about
nonconformances. This is the first step in analyzing failures
and determining their systemic cause. By communicating
with the end user about the corrective actions taken, the
supplier builds confidence that the problem will not recur.

MRO materials should be stored in an appropriate envi-
ronment, with each item properly identified, traceable, and
segregated to prevent inadvertent errors when the material
is dispersed. A comrnon problem is a pick enor - when
nearly identical items (for example, low-strength and high-
strength fasteners) are stored next to each other and work-
ers, confused during stocking or disbursement, pick the
wÍong part. Even though storing related items in the same
general areas can help keep a storage room organized,
avoid storing similar components immediately next to each
other if they are difficult to visually differentiate.

Ifany defective, degraded, or substituted pafis are
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identified in the fleld during the attempted flange asgernbly
step, investigate the underlying causes for the defeclt or
improper selection.

4. Provide instatlation training
Because of the apparently simple design and funption

of a flanged connection, many people assume that ar[yone
with a wrench can properly configure one. The belief that
little specialized knowledge is required for this worlt is a
major contributor to the unreliability of these impo(ant
connections.

The only way to properly convey the complexitj of
BFCs is through a rigorous training program that tedches
how to properly make a connection, as well as why [ll
of the steps - design, material selection, parts stor{ge,
installation quality control, verification, and RCFA 1 are
important for the successful installation of a flanged con-
nection. Clearly, the operators and rnechanics who qor-
mally perform this work require such training, but s0 too
do the supporling staff, such as supervisors and enginer;rs,
because they set the expecl.ations regarding the impQrtance
ofrobust (i.e.,leakfree) flanges. Those who configufe and
install the flange should also participate in the final |eal<
test (the verification step), to obtain immediate feedpack on
the results of their work

Qualffication and comp etency evaluation. Proper
assembly of a bolted flange connection requires an uttder-
standing of flange make-up procedures, and mech4nics
who install flange systems may need to show that they have
the necessary skills. The qualification process may roquire
the mechanic to demonstrate that he or she knows hów to
select the correct torque value and the appropriate lubrica-
tion, understands flange inspection criteria, can idenfi$i
gaskets and fasteners, and is able to tighten bolts acqording
to a specifi.ed procedure to achieve the target bolt strpss.

The ASME guidelines for bolted flange connec{iorr
assembly (PCC-1) (1) provides recommendations fpr
qualifiiing the make-up procedures. The Materials Testing
Institute (MTI) hàs createrl a standardized connectipn-
assembly procedure based on ASN4E PCC-1-2010 that
includes a test to ensure that the mechanic can take the
holts to the target stress.

The number of hours of training or type of training is
not as impoftant as the ability of the employee to d$m-

onstrate how to independently perform the task properly.

An evaluation of the employee's competency to pefform

the task is mandatory. Competency is best assessed by a

knowledgeable person supervising the employee pQrform-

ing the task (either a simulation of the task or the aQtual
task). For tasks that are difÊcult to simulate and are done
only rarely, alternative means, such as a detailed in{erview,

5. Ftange assembly and quaiity control
To ensure the installation of a reliable, leaktight bolted

flange connection, the maintenance organization needs to
implement controls over the assembly process. Training
requirements, material receiving inspections, assembly tool
calibrations, and the detailed assembly procedures (includ-
ing target preloads) are all essential.

A recent study by amajor gasket manufacturer illus-
trates the importance of the installation process. The study
revealed 82oÁ ofihe gaskets returned for analysis after the
connection leaked showed signs of problems with the gas-
ket compression generated during iqstall ation (8) . Gasket
compression issues can be related to nonuniform loading,
inadequ4te preload, or excessive preload. In each case,
these problems can be mitigated by properly controlling the
flange assembly process.

A quality-control system ensures that established
processes and procedures are followed, correct materials
are used, and only qualified personnel perform the work. A
checklist referencing detailed flange-assembly procedures
can be an effective tool, and provides traceability ofthe
work processes. If defects are identified, the underlying
systemic causes should be investigated and remedied (in

addition to rectiflring the problem).
Flange-assembly procedures must include mechanic

qualification requirements, inspection requirements, tighten-
ing sequence (including provisions for re-torque), andtarget
preload.

Qualification requirements. ASME guidelines (1) out-
line recommendations for procedure and personnel qualifi-

cation. Training (covering all key aspects ofthe procedures)

and subsequent qualification should include a combination
of classroom and field demonstrations.

Inspection requirements. Two main types of inspec-

tions need to be performed during the assembly of a

bolted flange connection: a verification of the materials
(i,e., gaskdt,fastener, lubricant), and a condition assess-

ment of the flange system.
Materials verification is critical. For instance, the

installation of low-strength fasteners when high-strength

fasteners were specified will likely result in the low-strength

fasteners stretching beyond their elastic limit. Likewise,

installation of a gasket made of the wrong material can

result in a compatibility problem. In both cases, a large leak

can occur.
The end-user inspection has two phases: receipt inspec-

tion, and condition assessment. Upon receipt, verifu that

the materials procured are adequate for the job. During

assembly, make sure inadequate components that could

create anunsafe condition are not used. The workers

assembling the flange system must be familiar with the

materials and able to recognize any that do not meet themight be appropriate.
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specify tolerances for flange surface finish, flange thilk-
ness and thread engagement, as well as thread conditibn
and alignment. These standards should be referenced bv the
flange assembly procedure.

Tightening sequence. Uniform gasket compressiofr ir;
essential to long-term flange tightness. Since most flafnged
connections are tightened one or two bolts at a time, {t is
not always possible to apply uniform loading. As eacfi bolt
is tighiened and the corresponding section ofthe flan[e
is brought together, another section of flange and its Solt
loosen, an effect known as cross-talk. To manage thid
cross-talk, an industry best practice calls for tightenidg
the bolts first in a star pattern (in one-third increment$)
followed by a rotational pattern until no additional ndt rota-

Target preload. Severalmethods are cumenfly used to

method provides a minimum gasket stress, based on dàta
obtained from the gasket manufacturer, to achieve a speci-
fied level oftightness. In some cases, the preload requiied to
achieve this level oftightness can result in excessive fl[n51e
stress and deflection, especially in lap-connection flan$es or
fragile ff anges (e.g., glass-lined steel, reinforced plasti{).

The optimal approach is to determine the maxrmurn
preload the system can handle without compromising ithe,
flange, gasket, or fastener. This maximum preload proirides
the tightest seal and the largest margin against relaxation"

Back to Basics

6" Verify flange connection integrity
The last step before aflange system

is placed into service is quality assur-
ance of the completed flange connection
assembly. Regardless of the care taken
in the previous steps, you cannot be cer-
tain the design intent will be met without
a leak test. Ideally, flange connection
systems in process equipment and pip-
ing would be free of leaks. In reality,
many types of connections are permitted
to have some degree of leakage - an
allowable leak rate is one that allows
safe, legal, and efficient operation.
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The acceptance criteria for the assembled connection
should be based on the hazards ofthe pÍocess, and the
leak-rate acceptance criterion should be documented as
part of the plant's overall mechanical integrity and qual-
ity assurance (MIQA) program, Note that although the
relevant codes refer to leak testing, none ofthem provide
specific guidance on acceptance criteria. Fufthermore, the
codes typically apply to new construction and repair work;
they are not intended for routine maintenance of flange
connections. The owner or user must deflne the method,
test rnedium, test pressure, and acceptance criteria based
on the unique operating conditions and hazards ofthe
specific process.

There are many leak test methods lhatvary widely
in sensitivity and complexity. Select one that is sensi-
tive enoughto detect leaks in the range ofyour leak-rate
acceptance criteria, but not so complex that is is impracti-
cal in the field. Improvements in instrumentation sensitiv-
ity and lower equipment pricing have made what were
once considered advanced techniques very practical for
use in most plant applications.

In actuality, it is common to use several leak tests to
capitalize on the benefits of each method at the appropriate
time in the flange connection's quality assurance testing.

7. Ëliminate defects through RCFA
' 

A few common myths may stand in the way of defect
elimination, One such myth is that flanges are common,
simple devices that typically do not merit engineering
attention. Another is that flange leaks, although usually
small, are common and inevitable.

Neither of these statements is true. Rather, bolted
flange connections are complex systems involving a host
ofesoteric design issues. In addition, by identifying and
addressing the causes ofleaks, instead ofmerely accept-
ing them, you can improve plant perfórmance over time.
Many defects, including a variety of design defects, can be
identified and eliminated permanently. Other defects, such

Square
Four-Bolt Noncircular

Multibolt

À Figure 4, filange bolts should be tightened uniformly, in a sequence thai alternates Írom side to
side in.a star-like pattern. Source: (9/.
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as those introduced by human error, can be significantly
reduced or elimirLqted.

Root-cause failure analysis is a wiclely accepted
approach to defect elimination that canL be applied to
eliminating flange leaks. Due to the complexity of boltèd
flanged connections, investigative teams should include
experts with specific knowledge of flange design.

Carefully collect information before and during fla4ge
disassembly. Otherwise, valuzLble clues may be lost, anp
future failure-diagnosis efforts will be hampered. Use a
checklist to ensure you make pertinent observations and
collect meaningfirl data. Examples of information impgr-
tant to the RCFA include component condition and AS'ifVt
specifications, the nature of thLe leak (e.g.,localized, rap-
dom, blow-out), bolt torque needed to break the studs free,
gasket cornpression, and aligrrment.

Poteníial failure causes. P'roblems can be caused b;r
design inadequacies, component defects, improper instplla-
tion, or the exceedance ofdesign capabilities.

Problems can occur even if standardASME B16.5
flanges are used. For example, Class 150 lap-joint flanges
are not able to develop the necessary preload for a spirfl-
wound gasket without being overstressed. The appropriato-
ness of custom-designed flanges is much less certain.

When designing a flanged connectjion system, stipdlate
target bolt loads that effectively creale a seal while not dir;-
torling the flanges. Review the design ancl calculate targel.
loads ifevidence ofa previous review (i.e., calculations
regarding the engineering basis) does not exist.
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Cornmon component deflciencies include deformed
or degraded flanges, and improper gasket or fastener type,
material, or dimensions. When assessing the adequacy of
each component, consider mechanical properlies as well as
processi compatibility, and make sure the fasteners are able
to withstand the specified load.

Asriembly flaws include the misalignment of flanges, the
installation ofa gasket out ofposition, and fasteners being
under, over, or unevenly loaded.

Finally, be aware of the system's design capabilities and
level ofoperation. A system that exceedr; its design pressure,
temperature, or extemally applied loads (e.g., heat, weight)
has a high risk offailure.

The ultimate goal of RCFA is the generation of systemic
remedies, such as institutionalization ofprocedures and tools
to assure the quality of incoming pafts, in order to ensure the
aclequacy ofthe design and assembly ofnew flanges. The
systemic upgrades will not only prevent the recurrence of
leaks from the flange under review, but liom a host ofother
sirnilar flange systems.

FinaI thoughts
Although flanged connection systems may appear to be

simple components that rarely require engineering atten-
tion, they are an integral part of many chemical processes.

Careful design, proper installation, and routine mainte-
nance can help to prevent system failure that could lead
to a loss of containment. This will ultimately contribute to
uninterrupted process operation as well as increased profit

due to fewer failures.
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